
ALWAYS & FOREVER



PHOTO
PACKAGES



BRONZE ALL FILES

$1,100 USD

2 hours of continuous coverage. 
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 150 photos minimum).

*Photographs shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment
on exposure, contrast, white balance, saturation and framing.

*Photo Retouching is NOT included.



BRONZE LIMITED

2 hours of continuous coverage. 
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

 50 High Resolution Edited photographs.

*Edition includes: Adjustment on exposure, contrast, white 
balance, saturation and framing. *Photographs selected online

by the newlyweds. *Photo Retouching is NOT included.

$700 USD

* ALL DIGITAL FILES ARE NOT INCLUDED

*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. 
*Photographs shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment 

on exposure, contrast, white balance, saturation, framing. 
*Retouch includes: Removal of red eyes or tattoos, soften 
imperfections,tanning or facial defects, teeth whitening.

*The album includes 20 printed pages (Each page may vary in the 
arrangement and number of photos). *Album shipping is included 

and requires minimum 60 days to deliver.

 2 hours of continuous coverage. 
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 150 photos minimum).

Retouch included in your Album Selection
of 50 photos.

$1,400 USD

BRONZE 
ALL INCLUSIVE

ALL DIGITAL FILES INCLUDED

1 Deluxe Photobook (8 in x 11.5 in)
with 50 Photos (Album selection).



$1,400 USD

SILVER ALL FILES

3 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution
 (guaranteed 200 photos minimum).

*Photographs shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment
on exposure, contrast, white balance, saturation and framing.

*Photo Retouching is NOT included.



SILVER LIMITED
ALL DIGITAL FILES ARE NOT INCLUDED

*Photographs shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment
on exposure, contrast, white balance, saturation and framing.

*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. 
*Photo Retouching is NOT included.

3 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

80 High Resolution edited photographs.

$1,000 USD

ALL DIGITAL FILES INCLUDED

*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. *Photographs 
shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment on exposure, 

contrast, white balance, saturation, framing.
Retouch includes: Removal of red eyes or tattoos, soften
imperfections,tanning or facial defects, teeth whitening.

*The album includes 20 printed pages (Each page may vary in 
the arrangement and number of photos). *Album shipping is 

included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver.

 3 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 200 photos minimum).

Retouch included in your Album Selection
of 80 photos.

$1,750 USD

SILVER 
ALL INCLUSIVE

1 Deluxe Photobook (10 in x 13 in)
with 80 Edited photos (Album selection).



$1,650 USD

GOLD ALL FILES

* Photographs shared via online. * Edition includes: Adjustment on 
exposure,contrast, white balance, saturation and framing.

* Photographs selected online by the newlyweds.
*Photo Retouching is NOT included. *ALL DIGITAL FILES ARE NOT 

INCLUDED. *The album includes 20 printed pages. (each
page may vary in the arrangement and number of photos).

*Album shipping is included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver.

4 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 300 photos minimum).

1 Deluxe Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in)
with 100 Edited photos (Album selection).

GOLD 
ALL INCLUSIVE



GOLD LIMITED
ALL DIGITAL FILES ARE NOT INCLUDED.

* Photographs shared via online. * Edition includes: Adjustment on 
exposure,contrast, white balance, saturation and framing.

* Photographs selected online by the newlyweds.
*Photo Retouching is NOT included. *ALL DIGITAL FILES ARE NOT 

INCLUDED. *The album includes 20 printed pages. (each
page may vary in the arrangement and number of photos).

*Album shipping is included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver.

$1 ,300 USD

4 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

100 High Resolution Edited photographs.

1 Deluxe Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in)
with 100 Edited photos (Album selection).

ALL DIGITAL FILES INCLUDED.

* Photographs shared via online. * Edition includes: Adjustment on 
exposure,contrast, white balance, saturation and framing.

* Photographs selected online by the newlyweds.
*Photo Retouching is NOT included. *ALL DIGITAL FILES ARE NOT 

INCLUDED. *The album includes 20 printed pages. (each
page may vary in the arrangement and number of photos).

*Album shipping is included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver.

$1 ,900USD

GOLD 
ALL INCLUSIVE

4 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Wedding Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 300 photos minimum).

1 Deluxe Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in)
with the 100 Retouched Photos selection 

(Album Selection).



VIDEO
PACKAGES



 

BASIC

$800 USD

2 hours of continuous coverage. 
Edited video (Minimum 10 minutes guaranteed).

*Highlight is not included (it’s necesary
at least 3 hours of coverage to have enough 

material for the video highlight).
*Video shared via online *Raw Footage 

is not included.

The drone footage will be incorporated as part 
of the final video of the hired video package.

*Drone service include only video footage. No Photograph material.
* Check with your concierge if this service is available at your hotel

and / or wedding location.

DRONE
COMPLEMENT WITH

1 hour
2 hours
Extra hour

380 USD
450 USD
120 USD

*Drone service is NOT included in this package



*Drone service include only video footage. No Photograph material.
* Check with your concierge if this service is available at your hotel

and / or wedding location.

ELEGANT

$1,300 USD

4 hours of continuous coverage. 
Edited video (Minimum 20 minutes guaranteed).

*Highlight is not included 
*Video shared via online

*Raw Footage is not included.

The drone footage will be incorporated as part 
of the final video of the hired video package.

DRONE
COMPLEMENT WITH

1 hour
2 hours
Extra hour

380 USD
450 USD
120 USD

*Drone service is NOT included in this package



DELUXE
PHOTOGRAPHY

PACKAGES



DELUXE 6

6 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Photographer 
+ 1 Assistant Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 500 photos minimum).

Retouch included in your
Album Selection of 110 photos.

$3,400 USD
*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. 

*Photographs shared via online. * Edition includes: Adjustment 
on exposure, contrast, white balance, saturation, framing.

*Retouch includes: Removal of red eyes or tattoos, soften 
imperfections, tanning or facial defects, teeth whitening.

*The album includes 20 printed pages (Each page may vary in 
the arrangement and number of photos). *Album shipping is 

included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver. 
*Both photographers start the service at the same hour.

1 Premium Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in)
with Acrilyc Cover and Retouched 

110 photos (Album Selection).
2 Identical copies of Deluxe Photobook 
(10 in x 13 in) with 50 Photos each one

(Album Selection).



DELUXE 8

8 hours of continuous coverage.
1 Professional Photographer 
+ 1 Assistant Photographer.

ALL DIGITAL FILES in High Resolution 
(guaranteed 700 photos minimum).

$3,900 USD

Retouch included in your 
Album Selection of 120 photos.

1 Premium Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in) 
with Acrilyc Cover and

120 Photos (Album Selection).
2 Identical copies of Deluxe Photobook
(10 in x 13 in) with 70 pictures each one 

(Album Selection).

*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. 
*Photographs shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment 

on exposure, contrast, white balance, saturation, framing.
*Retouch includes: Removal of red eyes or tattoos, soften 

imperfections, tanning or facial defects, teeth whitening.
*The album includes 20 printed pages (Each page may vary in 
the arrangement and number of photos). *Album shipping is 

included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver.
*Both photographers start the service at the same hour.



DELUXE
PHOTO & VIDEO 

PACKAGES



DELUXE 6+

 Edited video with minimum 30 min.
1 Highlight video ready to share online.

1 Professional Photographer + 1 Assistant 
Photographer + 1 Videographer.
6 hours of continuous coverage.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution
(guaranteed 500 photos minimum).

Retouch included in your
Album Selection of 110 photos.

 1 Premium Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in)
with Acrilyc Cover and 110 Photos 

(Album Selection). 
2 Identical copies of Deluxe Photobook
(10 in x 13 in) with  50 Photos each one 

(Album Selection).

$4,200 USD
*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. *Photographs 
shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment on exposure, contrast, 
white balance, saturation, framing. *Retouch includes: Removal of 
red eyes or tattoos, soften imperfections, tanning or facial defects, 
teeth whitening. *The album includes 20 printed pages. (Each page 

may vary in the arrangement and number of photos).
*Album shipping is included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver. 

*Both photographers start the service at the same hour.



DELUXE 8+

 Edited video with minimum 50 min.
1 Highlight video ready to share online.

1 Professional Photographer + 1 Assistant
+ 1 Videographer + Second camera man

for 4 hours. 8 hours of continuous coverage.

ALL DIGITAL FILES EDITED in High Resolution
(guaranteed 700 photos minimum).

Retouch included in your
Album Selection of 120 photos.

1 Premium Photobook (12 in x 14.5 in)
with Acrilyc Cover and 120 Photos

(Album Selection).
2 Identical copies of Deluxe Photobook 
(10 in x 13 in) with 70 pictures each one

(Album Selection).

$5,100 USD
*Photographs selected online by the newlyweds. *Photographs 
shared via online. *Edition includes: Adjustment on exposure, contrast, 
white balance, saturation, framing. *Retouch includes: Removal of 
red eyes or tattoos, soften imperfections, tanning or facial defects, 
teeth whitening. *The album includes 20 printed pages. (Each page 

may vary in the arrangement and number of photos).
*Album shipping is included and requires minimum 60 days to deliver. 

*Both photographers start the service at the same hour.



TRASH 
THE DRESS

UNDERWATER



OPAL

$1,100 USD

2 hours of continuous
coverage in the cenote.

Dry, half-dry and underwater photo session.

50 High Resolution edited photographs.

Transportation, entrance fee, soft drinks.



AQUAMARINE

$1,500 USD

2 hours of continuous
coverage in the cenote.

Dry, half-dry and underwater photo session.

70 High Resolution edited photographs.

Transportation, entrance fee, soft drinks 
and fruit.

Private Cenote Access.



PHOTOBOOTH
PACKAGES



BASIC

$700 USD

2 hours of continuous coverage. 

*The graphic material is delivered during the event, 
otherwise it will cost shipping. Digital copies will be sent 
online. The number of photos taken will depend on the 

participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for
a low participation of guests in this activity.

Unlimited printed photos

Personalized design for photo strips.

Box of props.

EXTRAS
Extra hour: 350 USD

120 USDGuest book: 



$1000 USD

3 hours of continuous coverage. 

*The graphic material is delivered during the event, 
otherwise it will cost shipping. Digital copies will be sent 
online. The number of photos taken will depend on the 

participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for 
a low participation of guests in this activity.

Unlimited printed photos.

Personalized design for photo strips.

Box of props.

EXTRAS
Extra hour: 350 USD

120 USD

250 USD

250 USD

Guest book: 

PREMIUM

Photomagnets:

Custom Props:



ME-RROR BOOTH
PACKAGES



BASIC

$900 USD

2 hours of continuous coverage. 

Personalized design for photos strips.

Unlimited print photos.

Box of props.

Red Carpet.

EXTRAS
Extra hour: 350 USD

120 USD

250 USD

250 USD

Photomagnets:

Custom Props:

Guest book: 

* Check availability at least 3 months before the wedding. *Not available in all locations of the hotel. Please 
check availability with your concierge. * The graphic material is delivered during the event, otherwise 
it will cost shipping. Digital copies will be sent online. The number of photos taken will depend on the 

participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for a low participation of guests in this activity.



PREMIUM

3 hours of continuous coverage.

$1,200 USD

Personalized design for photo strips.

Unlimited printed photos.

Box of props.

Red Carpet.

EXTRAS
Extra hour: 350 USD

120 USD

250 USD

 250 USD

Photomagnets:

Custom Props:

Guest book: 

* Check availability at least 3 months before the wedding. *Not available in all locations of the hotel. Please 
check availability with your concierge. *The graphic material is delivered during the event, otherwise it 
will cost shipping. Digital copies will be sent online. The number of photos taken will depend on the 
participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for a low participation of guests in this activity.



PAPARAZZI 
PHOTO SET



BASIC

$700 USD

1 hour of continuous coverage
+ 2 staff members.

Unlimited printed photos.

Personalized design for printed photo frame.

Foliage with neon sign with phrase to choose 
from our catalog.

USB with photographies.

* Check availability at least 3 months before the wedding. *Not available in all locations of the hotel. Please 
check availability with your concierge. *The graphic material is delivered during the event, otherwise it 
will cost shipping. Digital copies will be sent online. The number of photos taken will depend on the 
participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for a low participation of guests in this activity.



PREMIUM

$1,000 USD

2 hours of continuous coverage 
+ 2 staff members.

Unlimited printed photos.

Personalized design for printed photo frame.

Foliage with neon sign with phrase to choose 
from our catalog.

USB with photographies.

* Check availability at least 3 months before the wedding. *Not available in all locations of the hotel. Please 
check availability with your concierge. *The graphic material is delivered during the event, otherwise it 
will cost shipping. Digital copies will be sent online. The number of photos taken will depend on the 
participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for a low participation of guests in this activity.



VIDEO BOOTH
360º



BASIC

$1,200 USD

2 hour of continuous coverage
+ 2 staff members.

Red Carpet

360º Platform

Professional Lighting

Cloud Folder

Previsualization screen
Videos are displayed on screen.

Download availabe through QR code

* Check availability at least 3 months before the wedding. *Not available in all locations of the hotel, * For 
the assembly a space of 3x3 meters is necessary. * Internet connection is required to upload the videos 
to the cloud. Please check availability with your concierge. *Videos will be shared online. The number 
of videos taken will depend on the participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for a low 
participation of guests in this activity.



PREMIUM

$1,450 USD

3 hour of continuous coverage
+ 2 staff members.

Red Carpet

360º Platform

Professional Lighting

Cloud Folder

Previsualization screen
Videos are displayed on screen.

Download availabe through QR code

* Check availability at least 3 months before the wedding. *Not available in all locations of the hotel, * For 
the assembly a space of 3x3 meters is necessary. * Internet connection is required to upload the videos 
to the cloud. Please check availability with your concierge. *Videos will be shared online. The number 
of videos taken will depend on the participation of the guests. Romanza is not responsible for a low 
participation of guests in this activity.



A LA CARTE

• EXTRA HOUR PHOTO

• EXTRA HOUR VIDEO

• ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER** 

• ADDITIONAL VIDEOGRAPHER**

• BREAK

• HIGHLIGHTS VIDEO

• VIDEO RAW (INCLUDES USB + SHIPPING)
Romanza provide USB memory device with adequate capacity 
for RAW files.

250 USD

250 USD

250 USD

250 USD

100 USD

250 USD

400 USD

500 USD

450 USD

400 USD

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

RETOUCH AVAILABLE IN ALL OUR PACKAGES. ASK FOR OUR RATES

ADD ON’S RIVIERA MAYA

EXTRAS

HIRED PACKAGE + ALL FILES AFTERSALE

PRO RETOUCHING

(PER HOUR)

(PER HOUR)

(PER HOUR)

PER 3 COVERAGE HOURS 

**SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

*PRICE ACCORDING TO QUANTITY AND KIND OF RETOUCH. 

(10 ADDITIONAL PICTURES)

(PRICES WILL BE ADDED TO THE PHOTO PACKAGE HIRED PREVIOUSLY)

(PER HOUR, EACH STAFF MEMBER)



We know every wedding is 

different, so if you need a 

personalized package do 

not hesitate to contact us.




